The Fight for Smart Assistant Dominance Heats Up as Smart Home Market Grows,
Says IDC

FRAMINGHAM, Mass., June 21, 2018 – The worldwide smart home devices market, inclusive
of smart speakers, digital media adapters, lighting, thermostats, and more, is forecast to ship
549.5 million devices in 2018, growing 26.8% over the prior year. The hottest two categories,
Smart Speakers and Video Entertainment products, are expected to represent 71% of the market
in 2018 and will see a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 12.0% from 2018-2022,
according to the International Data Corporation (IDC) Worldwide Quarterly Smart Home Device
Tracker.
The video entertainment category, comprised largely of smart TVs and digital media adapters,
will be the largest part of the smart home market throughout the forecast period. "With TVs
being the centerpiece of many homes, device and platform makers are competing for users'
attention with the inclusion of smart assistants and other over-the-top services," said Jitesh
Ubrani senior research analyst for IDC Mobile Device Trackers. "While Amazon's Alexa leads
in this space today, the Google Assistant is expected to gain dominance in the future as an
increasing number of international brands include support and consumers' familiarity with the
Assistant on smartphones leads to growing demand for the Assistant on TVs."
However, the number of smart assistant-enabled TVs and digital media adapters shipped remains
relatively small as the smart speaker overshadows other form factors in which smart assistants
can be accessed in the home. This trend is expected to change in the near future as more vendors
come to market with smart assistant-embedded entertainment devices, as witnessed by the release
of Amazon's Fire TV Cube with Alexa and LG's lineup of 2018 OLED and Super UHD LCD
TVs with Google Assistant.
"The race for dominance in the smart speaker segment is becoming fierce," said Adam Wright,
senior research analyst for IDC's Consumer IoT Program. "Smart speakers are one of the primary
modes of access to a smart assistant, and consumer awareness and adoption of these devices and
platforms is increasing rapidly thanks in large part to extensive marketing campaigns by Amazon,
Google, and Apple. Amazon's portfolio of Alexa-enabled speakers continues to represent the
lion's share of the market, but Google is gaining momentum and showing signs of closing the
gap rather quickly. Apple, on the other hand, is struggling to get out of the gate with sluggish
HomePod sales and shipments – in part due to the device's high price point and Siri's inferior
performance as a smart assistant platform compared to Alexa and Google Assistant."
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Outside of Video Entertainment and Smart Speakers, IDC expects tremendous growth in the
Home Monitoring/Security category as Amazon's recent acquisition of Ring comes to fruition
by driving prices down and making the category more accessible. Meanwhile, Google's move to
maintain Nest as a premium, subscription-based service will hinder growth in the short term as
consumers struggle to see the benefits of reccuring payments. However, as the market evolves,
subscription services from the likes of Nest or other smart home products are likely to steal share
from traditional home monitoring service providers. Other devices like connected thermostats,
smart lighting, and other products will round out the rest of the smart home market. Growth for
these categories is expected to be 25.3% from 2018-2022 as these prdoucts are often the second
or third purchases on a consumers' smart home journey.
Smart Home Devices by Category, 2018 and 2022 (Value in US$ billion)
Product Category

2018 Value (US$
billion)*

2022 Value (US$
billion)*

2018-2022 CAGR*

Home Monitoring/
Security

$7.5

$16.5

21.7%

Lighting

$1.8

$4.6

27.0%

Others

$25.4

$48.2

17.4%

Smart Speaker

$11.8

$27.8

23.7%

Thermostat

$2.9

$8.3

30.1%

Video Entertainment

$157.4

$192.1

5.1%

TOTAL

$206.8

$297.5

9.5%

Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly Smart Home Device Tracker, June 2018
* Note: Forecast Values
About IDC Trackers
IDC Tracker products provide accurate and timely market size, vendor share, and forecasts
for hundreds of technology markets from more than 100 countries around the globe. Using
proprietary tools and research processes, IDC's Trackers are updated on a semiannual, quarterly,
and monthly basis. Tracker results are delivered to clients in user-friendly excel deliverables and
on-line query tools.
For more information about IDC's Worldwide Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker, please contact
Kathy Nagamine at 650-350-6423 or knagamine@idc.com.
About IDC
International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of market intelligence,
advisory services, and events for the information technology, telecommunications, and consumer
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technology markets. With more than 1,100 analysts worldwide, IDC offers global, regional, and
local expertise on technology and industry opportunities and trends in over 110 countries. IDC's
analysis and insight helps IT professionals, business executives, and the investment community
to make fact-based technology decisions and to achieve their key business objectives. Founded in
1964, IDC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of International Data Group (IDG), the world's leading
media, data and marketing services company that activates and engages the most influential
technology buyers. To learn more about IDC, please visit www.idc.com. Follow IDC on Twitter
at @IDC and LinkedIn.
All product and company names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective
holders.

About IDC
IDC is the premier global provider of market intelligence, advisory services, and
events for the information technology and telecommunications industries. IDC helps IT
professionals, business executives, and the investment community make fact-based
decisions on technology purchases and business strategy. Over 775 IDC analysts in
50 countries provide global, regional, and local expertise on technology and industry
opportunities and trends. For more than 40 years, IDC has provided strategic insights
to help our clients achieve their key business objectives. IDC is a subsidiary of IDG, the
world's leading technology media, research, and events company. You can learn more
about IDC by visiting http://www.idc.com/.
IDC is a subsidiary of IDG, the world’s leading technology media, research, and events
company. Additional information can be found at www.idc.com.
All product and company names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective holders.
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